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COMPANY PROFILE

INTRODUCTION:

We are a highly motivated and dedicated team with
technical qualifications and experience in
Renewable Energy field, various facets of Precast
Concrete Towers Manufacturing for Wind Turbines, and
Turnkey solutions for Project Execution right from Permits
and Approvals, Land, Evacuation, Project formulation,
execution, ConstructionandCommissioning.

OUR STRENGTH :

We have experienced engineers in the field of CIVIL and
ELECTRICAL Engineering backed up with through highly
skilled, well trained and dedicated personnel to execute
Wind Power Projects, Irrigation projects, Power Projects,
Railway projects, Transmission lines, Pipe lines, Highway
projects etc. on Turnkey basis with high level of quality,safety
andreliabilityateconomical cost .

TVIIPL has its own infrastructure like Batching plants, RTG
cranes, Full portal cranes, Transit mixers, Excavators, Backhoe
loaders, Dumpers, Concrete pumps, Generators, etc.

Specialized assets include
 Wind turbine Assembly unit for 3MWWTG
 120m pre‐Cast Concrete Tower Fabrication Unit.

MISSION:

VISION:
To deliver a value system to the customer with excellent 
qualityandcost effectiveness andwitha focusonspeed.

QUALITY&SAFETY:

a work that we can rely always...

CLIENTS:

 We are committed to the highest standard of quality in
meeting or exceeding customer’s requirements and
expectations as per ISO 9001:2015.

 We are committed to leading the industry in minimizing
the impact of our activities on the environment and
operating in sustainable manner.

 We are committed to protect both people and property
by preventing the accidental loss of any of its resources,
including employees and physical assets.

INTRODUCTION:

OUR STRENGTH:

MISSION:
To be a strong focus on delivering the best,
comprehensive, value‐added solutions and professional
services toourclients.

VISION:

Quality and safety: 

Concrete Tower Factory Nacelle Assembly Unit



a work that we can rely always... a work that we can rely always...

Nacelle Assembly UnitConcrete Tower Factory

 Constructed by TVIIPL in Kakamari village, Bijapur Dist for manufacturing of 120 m wind
turbine tower segments to M/s. Acciona Energia, India for 231 MW of Wind Power
Project.

 A sophisticated Pre‐cast concrete tower  manufacturing unit spread over 20 acres 
installed with

• 4 x 32 MT full portal cranes
• 2 x 60 MT RTG ( Rubber Tyre Mounted ) cranes
• M1 batching plant along with weigh bridge and
• Storage area sufficient area to stack 20 towers (22 keystones/ Tower of length 20 m

each).

 Mobile Factory of its kind for site specific installation with a potential to deliver 2 towers
per week.

 Highest grade of concrete (M60‐SCC) and advanced curing methods.

 TVIIPL has constructed the Nacelle Facility for assembly of 3 MW Wind Turbine for M/s.
Nordex ‐ Acciona Windpower spread over an area of 5 acres.

 Strategically located near Gummudipoondi, Chennai. 

 Suitable for 3 MWWTGs first of its kind and first Highest rating WTG available in India.

 Collaboration with Nordex‐ Acciona Windpower for executing 1GW of wind energy.

 State of art facility installed with 125 MT full portal and EOT cranes, 40MT EOT’s, semi
gantries with adequate storage (around 30 nacelles).

 It has a potential to deliver 2 Nacelles per week with an export option to Asia‐Pacific,
Middle East and other regions.



a work that we can rely always...a work that we can rely always...

Projects Presence Project Experience

First 3MW turbine installed on 120m 
high concrete tower in Bannur, 
Karnataka


